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This paper sets Ordnance Survey (OS) actions and intents in the context of United Kingdom
government policy and the expressed needs of users, Both of these, requirements for the Survey

are set out in some detail and are followediby the OS plans for the period until 1997, together

with a statement on "how these are.to^be achieved.- Particular attention is given to pricing issues,

service to customers and possible future developments. It is emphasised that continuation of
income is essential for these plans to be achieved. Finally, the policies.which have been elaborated
throughout the paper are summarised.
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1. INTRODUCTION

!. 1 All geographical information handling is underpinned by a knowledge of where one place is in

relation to others and to visible features in the landscape.

This knowledge of the basic

topography is normally provided by geodetic control information and by topographic mapping.
On this 'template1, other information is 'draped1; typically, themes such as geology, the location of
man-made infrastructure and the distribution of population are collected with reference to it.

1.2 The British 'template' is unusual in various respects. Unlike the situation in many other
countries, it is very detailed, spatially comprehensive, up-to-date and used for a very wide variety
of purposes. In many other countries, for instance, much mapping is at least 25 years out of date,
there are large areas unmapped at scales greater than 1:50,000 (or even 1:100,000) and land
registration uses a completely different set of (cadastral) maps. Indeed, less than half of the world
is mapped at 1:50,000 scale! Whilst'satellite imagery is invaluable for certain applications, it is
largely complementary to standard topographic, mapping in Britain. Use of the Global Positioning
System in all situations except featureless desert requires some form of geographical 'context' to
be effective - navigating through buildings is rarely permissible.

1.3 For these reasons, topographic mapping is likely to remain of vita! importance to all users of
geographical information in Britain. Much the most widely used source of such information is
provided by Ordnance Survey. For this reason, this paper attempts to set out OS policies
governing the nature, supply and availability of this information. Such policies arise both from
'top down1 government guidelines and in response to "bottom up1 market pressures. As a result,
the context in which OS operates and our perception about markets for our goods and services
are described before the policies themselves are summarised.

2. THE CONTEXT IN WHICH OS OPERATES

2.1 OS is both a government department and an Executive Agency. Like all organisations in
government, it has multiple objectives. Its specific remit for mapping was effectively set by
government's acceptance in 1984 of certain - but not all - of the recommendations (1) of the OS
Review Committee (OSRC). The Committee said that "..percentage target recovery rates..do not
provide the right prescription for the longer term" but Government made it clear this was not
acceptable in saying "Although the OSRC found against percentage targets for cost recovery the
Government does not accept this view
The advice of the Director General OS is always of
value in setting financial targets for the Department but Government feels they should be set by
Ministers". The great bulk of the Committee's other recommendations were accepted however,

including the division of products into 'core' and 'non-core1.. The former, including all existing
mapping from that at very large scales down to 1:50 000 scale, was defined as comprising those
products which "are so important that, to ensure their continued provision, the Exchequer should
underwrite them". This and other accepted recommendations of the OSRC ensure that there is a
specific remit to map all of the country. The Committee recommended and government accepted
the case for continuous as opposed to periodic or cyclic revision.

2.2 OS "now operates within the financial regime applied to the 60 or more Executive Agencies.
Each of these has targets set annually, and performance is measured against, them:. In general, three
types of target exist: measures of financial:success, of internal efficiency: and productivity and of

service to customers. OS has currently-agreed-five such performance indicators ('monitors'.in OSV
terminology) with government. Progress on meeting them is described-in the Annual. Report.

Naturally the Survey uses many other performance indicators internally; equally naturally, the best
measures of performance will mutate over time.

2 3 Of these 'external' performance measures, the financial one is key (though aspects of the

others are discussed later). OS is funded on a vote account.-basis. In 1991/92, however, some^

68% of all costs; including accommodation, interest on capital, etc., was recovered by. sales of
goods and services. The remainder- came from the parliamentary vote. Any short-fall in meeting

the financial target requires special pleading with Parliament; any excess over budget is returned to

the treasury Thus financial planning is inevitably complex, especially given the fragile state of the
British'economy in general and the unpredictable development of parts of the Geographical
Information Systems market place in particular. Government has made it clear that it wishes OS
to reach full cost recovery and we are seeking to achieve this by, 1997-

2 4 Three main consequences arise from all this. The first is that the planning horizons of all
Agencies - but especially OS - have shrunk dramatically.

In the late 1940s, OS began a re

mapping of the country necessitated by inadequate investment in mapping in the 1920s and 1930?:
the programme ultimately extended over 35 years, supported by all governments in that period.

Our strategic-planning horizon is now 5 years and most of our-'long.range' planning is targeted on
a 24 to 36 month horizon - as will be evident later from our timetable for introducing new
products.
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2 5 The second main consequence follows from the first: heavy reliance on revenue ensures that,
even within this short time horizon, we can not now guarantee to carry out plans to produce or
even to enhance products ; however technically feasible and needed by the market. In the absence
under the present financing regime of a capability to borrow money or the ability to build up
reserves, all investment must be financed from annual income from customers and Parliament.
26 the final main consequence is that the government requirement to raise OS cost recovery to

100% necessarily implies greater income from the core activities: non-core ones are presently

subject to fierce competition and are thus incapable of being used to subsidise the more detailed
information used by local authorities, utilities, the Land Registries and others., Even were.trus
possible it would almost certainly constitute 'hidden taxation1 in that non-core products are

normally bought by the general public but many (though by no means all) of the applications of
•basic scale mapping' relate to statutory obligations on various bodies.

27

OS' has a remit which recognises a public interest in provision of detailed, mapping as a

national spatial template. Set against this - properly - is a concern to ensure that we are efficient
and providing a good service to our customers. Though the Survey has customers everywhere,
the distribution of people throughout the country is a rough and ready guide to the number of our
customers in different places: some 90% .of the population is concentrated on about 12% of the
land area of Britain. The commercial logic of concentrating the bulk of OS resources in mapping

populated rather than unpopulated areas is clear. Fortunately for occupants of some rural areas,
however, OS is not judged by-Ministers simply on its annual bottom-line performance - if this were
so; mapping of some pans of the country would probably be discontinued forthwith. In practice,
then, the OS Chief Executive and Ministers are faced at every review of strategy with balancing
the 'public good1 and commercial considerations.

:

3. WHAT THE MARKET WANTS

3.1 In recent years, OS has extended greatly its capability to sense what users (say that they)
want. We do this now through the media of Key Account Executives, Regional Marketing
Executives, the public contacts of other members of our 180 person marketing division, our
Consultative' Committees, through commissioned market research, on new products, through
suggestions by those'coming to us with Collaborative-Venture proposals (see later in the paper)
and by various other mechanisms.
Of late, for instance, the Association for Geographic
Information (AGI)/OS Round Table meetings have provided useful information to .both parties.,
Less formal 'intelligence' comes from the participation by OS staff as officers of about 30
professional organisations. All of this is necessary because the transition to digitally-based
operations, the continuation of the recession and the drive towards commercial operations
amongst many of our users render our market much more difficult to predict than was the case
even five years ago.

3.2 What our constantly evolving 'market intelligence1 tells OS is that the user community is highly

diverse, withdifferent priorities, different abilities and propensities to pay for our information and
different levels of awareness of what is now possible: OS supplies map information to

organisations as disparate as British Gas and local libraries. Clearly this complicates marketing and
pricing strategies.

■.

•
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3.3 Stepping back from detailed applications, however, the following items are the main products
that the totality of the market currently seems to require from OS:

.

.

O a 'seamless1 database of information derived from the OS large scale mapping. This database

needs to include all those features or themes which OS judges to be marketable and technically
feasible to produce. It should enable the user to obtain coherent data for any area s/he so
chooses. There is evidence that this is needed faster, than OS has previously planned and we
have responded quickly (see below);

■
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O a reorganisation and enhancement of the database to provide at least two other products.

For operational efficiency reasons, these need to be integrated in, partly up-dated from and
capable of extending the use of this seamless database. The first product is Address-Point, an
up-to-date record of the postal addresses and a grid reference for each and- every property in
Britain. The great bulk of this information already exists implicitly within the. OS map data but
the various components of the address are not tied together in a usable form nor is complete

national coverage provided. Such an address, database will enable OS to provide mapping in
response to queries framed by postal address or postcode. It could also serve to meet other
non-mapping purposes of users; commercial sector ■ consultants have predicted adequate

financial returns on such a product. The second product is QSCAK a database of road centre

lines which already exists in very detailed form for.a.number of areas in.the country but users
need national cover of it and seem to require it in several different forms;

O improvement of the 1:10 000 scale-type product in both urban and rural areas. Currently this
isnot as up-to-date ;as the 1:1250 and 1:2500 mapping in many areas;

_
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;

O the retention of as much as possible of the 1:25 000 scale mapping widely used-by walkers
and others. At present, this map series loses substantial sums overall even1 though it is =
produced 'cheaply' as a 'spin-off from the paper-based 1:10,000 scale mapping;

O continuation of the 'flagship'Landrangerprpduct, and production of digital versions of it,
possibly to different specifications to meet different needs, ■

..' i

'

O the capability to 're-engineer the database' to meet new needs as they arise! An example of ^
this'is the heedtb add height information to our record of the built environment. Another is the
need to transform the National Grid (and' all mapping stored on .that'basis) tobe compatible
with position-fixing now readily obtainable from the Global Positioning Systemor to make such .
systems:pr6vide-fesults"ih:NG co-ordinates (2)., Such;a change.would have a major impact on

' customers1 In'pnnciple and assuming a growing client base, the sooner this is possible the
better, since the change would then affect fewer users. Clearly, however, OS can not achieve
this until national digital coverage is complete;
'•-■"■' ■'"■ •
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O certain other 'spin-offs' from these databases and from combinations of OS and other data
(such as Coastal Zone Mapping derived from material produced by the Hydrographic

Department OS'and'how in prototype form), plus new OS databases and satellite-derived
products. Atpresent, details of the majority of these remain commercially confidential. ■
3..4 In addition to these products, the service OS provides in future will need:
-'

i

....

;' O improved updating capabilities. - Some elements of the database need to be kept more up-todate than the Survey has hitherto achieved. Service Level Agreements - whereby OS guarantees
that say 90% of all new buildings, etc. will be recorded within a specified, short time period - may
become essentiaTfor many urban and:peri-urban purposes., The.evidence however is that some at

least of our customers will accept a longer up-date cycle in rural than in .urban areas -provided this
is predictable, is well-publicised and'is more frequent than existing OS practice;
','.''
O price stability within reasonable limits,

' O faster deliv'ery'and better after-sales service. OS currently provides its standard 'large scale'
data products on a 10 day maximum turn-around and has limited formal after-sales service. Whilst
adequate for certain expert users, this is not adequate for many potential customers.

O some added value services. Whilst we see many of these being provided by private sector

Value Added Resellers of OS information, we can not remain simply as a purveyor of'raw' data; we
need to be closer to customers and to understand their uses of data if we are to serve them better.

It ,s also sens.ble that we benefit financially from activities "down stream', of data supply, Much of
this will be achieved by Collaborative Ventures (see below).

- ,

,

only1 data to augment their existing database (8)?
The longer term

longer term in a world where:

O much wider use of GIS-type capabilities will exist, especially by non-tradit.onal users, though

these faciUt.es will be regarded as no more novel than » word processmg now,

OS supplying it through a human chain;

O the use of multiple data sets in combination will also be routine, with these data sets being
held by different organisations;

-

'

:

(see references 3 to 6);

dimensional visualisation)

nly the area they need for any given task;

contemporary data;

O there will be both much greater international collaboration (10) and competition to supply
geographical information such as the topographic template.

4. WHAT WE INTEND TO PROVIDE AND WHEN

4 1 The reasons why OS cannot give absolute guarantees to produce new products by a defined
date have been enumerated earlier - notably the substantial dependence on annual revenues for
investment Despite that, we aim to meet market needs by producing the following products and
Veryices. The time scale given is our present best estimate though subject to change because of
factors outside OS control: •

O colour raster versions of the 1:50,000 scale Landranger maps by end-1992;

O high quality raster versions of the existing 1:10,000 scale paper maps before mid-1993;:
O natibh-wide OSCAR data by end-1993;

' :
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O completion of digitising of'seamless1 basic scale mapping by 1995 and hence-nation-wide

provision of this digital map data as the Land-Line.93 product by the end of that year;
O Superplan capabilities nation-wide by end-1995;

O nation-wide Address Point data by end-1995

O l:10,000-type mapping generalised from the National Topographic Database by. no later
than 1997'

O 'spin off products (e.g. from a combination of Address Point and OSCAR) from 1994
onwards,

O a common, standard way of defining and referencing spatial objects such as properties and
land parcels (though this is not a matter for OS alone, we have in important part to play in
! helping to define, operationalise and popularise this standard).

4 2 It should be noted that many of these timings represent huge accelerations of previous plans.

For instance, the Chorley Report of 1987 (7) said that OS expected the basic scales digitising of all
aieks:forifwhich there was a market need to -be.' complete by 2005! . In,addition, OS is currently

' i'nv^ti^atirig how/with or without partners, it can add value to these products for particular
markets. It seems likely that a variety of different data variants will be needed for different
customers and most of these will be 'spun off from the database.

5. HOW WE PLAN TO ACHIEVE OUR OBJECTIVES

5.1 the basis of OS operations in future will be the National Topographic Database. For
practicality; this may well exist as several physical entities but to users it should be seen as a single,
^coherent database. Moreover, it must be one which is increasingly part of something now termed
°a 'national spatial data infrastructure' in the USA i.e. a coherent web of equipment, software,
^omrnunications" facilities, data from many sources and human skills. Clearly OS can not provide

the who.e of tlus infrastructure but the Survey a,ms to play a major ro.e as both 'prov.de, and
'facilitator'.

,
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their needs; it w>ll probably move from the

change in both of these:

O OS has increasingly collaborated with other organisations in joint publication, Over 100
publications have resulted;

O the rea. bulk (77% in 1991/92) of conversion of paper maps into computer form has in
recent years been carried out under contract by the private sector;

agents;

vendors.

dissemination:

lines for metadata provision, etc. in future,

programme and is introducing methods of measuring customer satisfaction. We are now in the
"

throes of becoming registered under the BS575O quality standard;

O a potential clash exists in that two or more private sector organisations may wish to
"^"coifabbrate with OS in the same project. Occasional conflict of this kind seems unavoidable

but, in general, OS judges all proposals on the basis of a business case plus the track record of
the'putative partner; we will not guarantee an exclusive contract to any partner. The latter
reflects the nature of our position within government.

6. PRICING ISSUES

6.1 OS prices are often viewed as highly emotive, partly because it is.widely, (and mistakenly)
' believed we have a monopoly and partly because the Survey has been at the fore-front within
government of charging for information.

Such charging is still regarded by many taxpayers as an

inappropriate activity for a government department: they fail to appreciate either the extent to
which OS is dependeriton the:nature of UK government policy or on revenue.

6 2 The move towards digital products complicates pricing since it .enlarges the range of activities
for which the information can be used and hence diversifies the market.. We in OS understand that
different sectors use our information for different purposes and have different capacities to pay:
tjiere is however no clear correlation between sophistication of use and ability to pay. In reviewing

our approach to charging within OS, we have studied what is being done by other national
mapping'agencies whose governments have similar views to our own, including France, New
Zealand and Sweden. Nowhere have we found a single, logical,, equitable, simple and widely
Accepted method of assessing the charges levied for different customers. Indeed, there is good
reason to believe this can not exist since charging is essentially a 'zero sum game1: savings for one
customer mean increased costs for another - unless the cost is met from general taxation.
What determines OS prices?

6.3 The factors which determine the structure and level of OS prices are:

O the nature and magnitude of the task required to bring a product to market;
O OS costs and efficiency in carrying out the necessary work;
O the anticipated market size;

O marketing policy decisions (within our strict constraints on cross-subsidisation) such as the
need for simplicity of administration;

' O the need for equity of treatment of customers, consistent with our position as a government
department;

O 'external to OS1 factors such as UK government policy and EC Directives which are
incorporated in UK law. The former include the need to generate sufficient funds tor

maintenance of the asset (i.e. the topographic database) and avoidance of monopoly trading
practices;

O the need to ensure prices are as low as possible overall to maximise use of the asset;
O the desirability of future pricing being reasonably predictable ;

O the impact of loss of revenue-due tcunauthorised^uses. This is becoming serious - court
cases to seek redress are in progress in Europe.

Many private and public sector mapping

" organisations are now 'finger-printing1 .their maps with deliberate mistakes to facilitate legal
actions against such unauthorised use.

..
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6 4 Two particular elements of this can usefully be examined. Perhaps the most significant is that,

as described earlier, the UK government has made it clear that it requires the Survey to move

rapidly towards full cost recovery from the 68% cost recovery achieved in 1991/92." What
constitutes 'full cost recover)'1 in these circumstances is not yet totally agreed: logically it would
seem to include all income from sales of goods and services plus payment on contract for any
public service obligation roles which OS is called upon to play, such as mapping of areas not

justified on the basis of short term income. Clearly, needs such as defence and disaster 'insurance

are less easily handled by market economics than are other aspects of OS business. The latter is
particularly difficult to define if the state as a whole is not 'the customer' since it would involve
asking for contributions from many agencies, each of which would have budget pressures and
would probably feel that others should pay the 'insurance premium1. However it is measured, the
UK government's determination to move towards 'full cost recovery1 is a pioneering one so far as
national mapping agencies is concerned, as table 1 shows.

Country

(%)Cost recovery

Total cost

(m ECU)
New Zealand

(target) 70

2

Sweden

160

68

Great Britain

100

64

France

90

39

Switzerland

15

33

Belgium

12

28

Netherlands

7

24

29

17

Denmark

10

Luxembourg

Greece

Northern Ireland

5

17

N/A

14

Germany (6 Lander)

111

Italy

N/A

USA
Austria

12

6

(average) 7
2

100

Nil

57

Table 1 Approximate levels of cost re

6 5 Note that these figures are liable to some error since they are unavoidably derived from many
sources (some orgamsat.ons, for example, do not produce public annual reports apd accounting
conventions differ). Some comparisons are particularly complex: the New Zealand figure, to
instance, is a target whilst the Swedish one includes-land registration work - without it, the.r cost
recovery is around 20%.

6 6 The second point to be considered is that users have a right to expect the Survey to be
efficient Unambiguous measures of increases in efficiency are not simple to devise.but the cost

recovery levels achieved by OS have increased from 33% in 1979 to 68% .n 1.992 Another

measure of efficiency gain is given by figure 1 which demonstrates.**, over a period when OS
has certainly done progressively more and more, its own manpower (much Us greatest cost) has
shrunk in a spectacular fashion. Part of this can be attributed to contracting out of tasks but a
great deal has been achieved through increasing efficiency, notably through the, u«so high

Technology The process is expected to continue in the short term: on October 15th 1992,, rt,was

alunce^that current OS plans envisage a reduction of a further 500 posts by 19. The change

In staffing is even greater than is implied by these figures since-a different skills mix wll be
required in future. The Survey is currently involved in summarising its existmg skills asset and

comparing that with predictions of forthcoming skills needs. More generally, OS continues to seek

further benefits^om.new technology's adjusting its operations to meet mass market demand (eg
through a greater.focus on urtjanl.areas) and is market testing extensively to ensure that our
'stakeholders'receive best possible value for their investment.

Price levels past andfuture

6 7 For paper map products. OS charging is relatively Simple. The map is purchased and the only
subsequent charges are for copying it, earned out under-copyright law. This, principle applies
whether the product is a 1:25,000 scale lithographically produced Pathfinder or a computer■ produced Superplan at a scale chosen by the user.

■!6-8 For digital;data, the picture is somewhat different since up to three elements may be involved:

■% -.purchase price annual maintenance and a 'use charge', the last operated under the copyright

legislation-.' Calculation of.the,total costs.of.OS mapping thus need to be made on an organisationspecific basis because of their choice of payment metfrod and changes m the structure of copyright
charging over the years Figure 2 however gives some indication of price changes by illustrating

how the 'single payment' sale price of 1:1250 and 1:2500 maps has moved since their first market
11

The considerable stability of prices in real terms over the last six years should be

appearance,

noted.
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1992

Year

Figure I Full time staffin Ordnance Survey on April 1st each year from 1979 to 1992

6 9 .The OS Corporate Plan produced in 1991 contained the assumption that revenues would
increase annually by 3% above inflation. Given market conditions and the then policies, this
implied price rises of about the same magnitude. Our perceptions of the market place have led us

to change our policy and table 2 shows the first practical manifestation of the change.. In essence,
we will now seek to recover costs by increasing sales, particularly through the creation of new

products and by cutting costs. Exceptions to that will be where a product is being subsidised by

others and large volume increases seem unlikely to be achieved - as in the case of the paper
Pathfinder maps The pecked lines in figure 2 which extend as far as the November 1997 price
adjustments represent what would probably have happened to prices if the pre-1992 OS policy was
followed consistently over the period and (lower line) if the 1992 policy is sustained over the same
period.

6 10 In addition to this new pricing policy, our plans are to increase substantially the quality-of the

data without any increase in real cost: the new Land-Line.93 data will have consistent co-ordinates
at junctions of lines and will be edge-matched across map sheets and hence be much more readily
. usedithan the existing 1988 specification data for analytical purposes in GIS. The first of this data
should be available in mid-1993 and complete nation-wide coverage is planned for 1995.

12

6 11 It should be clear that OS is not here giving a firm commitment to reduced prices in future

What we are committed to is the achievement of targets set by Ministers and the creation and
supply of products required by our customers - as economically as possible. It may, for instance,

be that changes in specification required by more frequent up-dating will actually cost OS more
than the previous Survey practice. Continuing investment will also be required to meet new
customer requirements. That said, we are not a profit-maximising organisation and will pass on
any benefits arising from reductions in staffing, from more efficient operations, etc. to customers
once targets set by government are achieved.

.

96

Figured'Single payment basis1 cost of OS 1:1250 and 1:2500 digital map sheets since 1975,

converted intpJ-992, pounds using the RPI. Prices have generally been set in November and are
thus plotted for the following year.

Table 2 -.Changesjn price of selected OS products between 1992 and 1993
% price change between

Product

1993 and year earlier in
cash terms

graphic

0

All 'large scale' digital map

0

Superplan
products
data

Large

scale

'chart

paper1

5.7 to 6.7

maps

Landranger 1:50 000 maps

7.6

Pathfinder 1:25 000 scale

14.5

maps

13

7. SERVICE TO CUSTOMERS

OS is committed to becoming ever more a customer-focused organisation,

h has already

progressed some way towards this goal but ways' in which we are presently, introducing or
planning improvements include:

""bienhanced quality of product for the same cost (e.g. Land-Line.93 - see above);
O improved service by such means as on-line access to metadata and to the OS database (a
trial of on-line access will probably commence in 1993);

O assessing how to specif^ the quality of our products more precisely (a difficult task, not least
because quality of end-result as perceived by the user depends on the quality of their software
and that of any other data used as well as the OS base data). For a summary of part of this, see

(2),

'

I

O certification under the BS 5750 quality standard;

; ..

O improved documentation for both OS staff arid as guides to users;
O enhancements to.our existing 'help desk1 service;

.

;

.

O creating data in the format which the user requires (our preferred format is BS7567 (NTF)
but we already supply Land-Line data in DXF and will consider supply in other formats as they
become widely used. All of OS products will be available in NTF version 2 by late 1993),

O enhanced consultation with our user community (e.g. see the four Consultative (or 'Green')
Papers (2) produced for the Consultative Committees in autumn 1992)

O enhanced support for users (e.g. 'through the setting up of an educational group in the
Survey and creation of a Key Account Executive post for liaison with vendors).

14

8. FURTHER POSSIBILITIES

8 1 All of the above is now OS policy and/where necessary, has been approved by Ministers. We

LenTto cai o°ura,l of these Jo.icL, subject only to conUnuing ev.dence of user need for the
products and services and availability of resources.
ft

addition however many other developments are under way or under consideration. They

software suppliers.

S3SS2SaS2S

8 3 In the longer term however, the notion of a National Land and Property Informatiop^ystem

.specifically to their needs.

15

9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Overall OS.policies for the next 5 years can be summarised as follows:
O completion of digital mapping coverage of Great Britain (to a; Higher specification than is
current) by 1995;

■--..-...

O further improvement and re-engineering of the 'basic scales1 \;data into the National
Topographic database in the period up to 1997;

O greater concentration of resources on mapping of change in urban areas;
O greater predictability.of up-date in all areas,

O continuing introduction of new products and new services to meet market needs, the former

at least largely arising from 'spin offs' from the National Topographic Database.
■

provide greater choice for customers,

'.

'_

This will

'

O achieving full cost recovery by 1997, as defined earlier in the text;

O collaboration with other organisations wherever mutually beneficial to create or market new
products;

O price stability within the constraints set by market size and government policy. The
objective is to achieve higher cost recovery levels through greater volume of sales and cost
reductions rather than price rises wherever possible. Since OS is not a profit-maximising body,
any reductions in cost of operations will be passed onto customers once government cost

recovery targets are met and future investment is safeguarded;

O withdrawal of individual product lines (or parts of them) which make, a loss unless costs are
met by a sponsor.

9.2 It is stressed that success in meeting some of these aims depends upon adequate resourcing
whether derived from general income or from the public purse (in the short term). Any failure to
achieve the necessary funding will therefore inevitably force a re-assessment of certain of these
policies.

9.3 Finally, the question of OS' status needs to be addressed, not least because all branches of
government are under such periodic review. This specific question has been examined at least
twice in the last four years. There seems to be current agreement that OS should remain as an

organisation within government. Such factors as the need for guaranteed access to land, for
continuing confidence amongst those (mutually competing) commercial firms who exploit our
information under license and, in general, for the guarantee of independence, integrity, continuity
and reliability provided by government status and due process are major intangible benefits of
remaining as a government Department and Agency. The use of OS material is also prescribed in
various statutes. All that said, it may well be appropriate for OS to move towards Trading Fund
16

status within the next few years. This would reduce some of the problems of vote f funding
described earlier; in particular it would enable OS to invest from accumulated reserves but the
Survey would still remain accountable to Parliament.
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